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Research Article
A research article is one of the most widely acceptable types of scientific article, as it is
based on original research and provides innovative information. There is no
word/figure/table/reference limit for a research article. However, in case of lengthy
manuscripts, the final decision will rest with the publisher and will be taken on a case by
case basis, depending upon the merits of the manuscript. It is mandatory to provide an
abstract. The scientific findings reported in the article should be substantiated by well
documented experimental details illustrated in Material & Methods section. Results of the
study should be validated by established statistical methods. Any form of scientific
misconduct in data handling and reporting will not be acceptable.
Review Article
A review article is a written summary, based on the analysis of recent developments on a
specific topic. It is a concise report of already known facts that have been discussed in prior
publications by other authors. Review articles give an up to date reference of existing
literature and discuss the current scenario in that particular domain/technology; however,
they do not report any new research/findings/experimental results. There is no
word/figure/table/reference limit for a review article; but an abstract is mandatory.
Mini Review
Mini-review is an article that focuses on the recent developments in a particular domain. It
provides a conclusive summary of the latest advancements and the current trends in the
concerned area of research. The only difference between a review article and a mini-review
is the length of the manuscript. Review articles present an elaborative and exhaustive
summary of the topic, whereas mini-reviews present all the relevant details in brief. The

word limitation for a mini-review is 2000. Only 6 figures/tables and up to 25 references are
allowed; however, an abstract is mandatory.
Short communication
A short communication basically intends to report a new finding that has never been
reported earlier and the primary intention is to be the first author(s) to report it. The only
requisite for a short communication is that the research finding being reported should be
unique and innovative. It is generally a brief description of any new feature/promising
technique/methodology uncovered during an ongoing research. Short communications do
not cover in detail, the background information about the scientific/technical problem. The
publication process is fast tracked and a short communications is given the highest priority
during review, to publish it at the earliest possible. The limitation is of 1500 words, 7-25
references, 4 figures/tables. An abstract is mandatory, for publication.
Case report
A case report is based on detailed clinical evaluation and medical history of patient(s) and
it presents significant, rare/unusual findings observed during clinical practice. A brief
presentation of the case, its background and its significance is provided. The report
summarizes the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of the medical condition along with
any negative findings/side effects/adverse drug reactions. Complete clinical diagnosis
should be well documented with relevant proofs of the medical examination including
photographs, x-rays, scans and radiological images etc.; but the patient identity should not
be revealed. The word limit is of 2500 words, may include 7-30 references, there is no
figure/table limit and an abstract is mandatory. Case reports must be prepared in
consultation with the HYPERLINK "http://www.care-statement.org/" or "Care guidelines
for case reports" CARE guidelines.
Opinion
An opinion is a short article that presents the views of the author(s) on an already
published topic/article by some other author(s). An opinion will discuss the various
attributes/parameters associated with the topic in question. The opinion may be
supportive or it may provide a counter-opinion. However, an opinion is always supported
by evidence. Review of literature is limited to articles that justify the author’s opinion.
Opinion articles are editor reviewed and not peer reviewed. The publication eligibility
requires a word limit of 1000 words, 2 figures/tables and 10 references.
Letter to Editor
Letter to editor can be drafted to offer any comment/criticism/evaluation for an article
published in any of the journals belonging to the Symbiosis Group. However, only
scientifically relevant criticism/discussion/ objection will be published. There should be no
reference to any unpublished data and any claim/rebuttal should be well substantiated and
validated before submission as a ‘letter to editor’. These are editor reviewed and not peer
reviewed, with a word limit of 1000 and reference limit of 10.

Editorial
An editorial could be stated as the “editor’s view or the editor’s note” on the current
volume/issue/articles of the particular journal. An editorial can be submitted by those
editors who are on the editorial board of Symbiosis Group, or by guest authors/editors. The
topic must relate to the scope and aims of the journal. The editorial may also be written on
any general topic related to the technical field/domain covered by the journal. The word
limit is of 1000 words and there is no limit for references.
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